Tyler School of Art and Architecture’s Pre-College Programs educate and inspire creatively-driven students entering grades 10–12 to be active in achieving their highest artistic and academic goals. Tyler Pre-College offers a profoundly transformative experience and prepares young artists to express, discover, and innovate within a large, urban, public research university where students and faculty engage with the world’s most pressing and complex issues.

Held in state-of-the-art facilities, Tyler Pre-College classes are taught by makers and thinkers from many practices, cultures, identities, and backgrounds. Our dedicated faculty teach students to lead confidently and navigate challenges as young artists through an immersive studio experience in art, design, architecture and the built environment.

Beginning and advanced student artists will find classes that allow them to explore new media, progress technical skills, and create work suitable for their college admissions portfolio. On-campus housing is available for all of our programs introducing students to Temple’s campus and Philadelphia’s cultural highlights. Visit our website to learn more about on-campus housing options, financial aid, and how to apply.

Set your sights on summer! Come to Tyler for the college experience and leave with life-long friendships!

June 24–28 | July 8–19 | July 22–August 2
Registration deadline: March 15, 2024
Pre College Summer Studios

These two week long, hands-on visual art workshops are for high school students entering grades 10–12. Students will explore new media, build their portfolios and gain insight into the many college degree pathways and professions within creative fields, and create artwork under the guidance of Tyler's dedicated faculty. Students are encouraged to express their individuality and will have hands-on experience refining the skills of college-level studio art and design courses.

Courses with an asterisk are one-week workshops during Session I only:

Woodshop - AM
Explore a journey of craftsmanship and creativity in the Tyler Woodshop. Sharpen your focus in a course that’s about more than just learning to make your own furniture. Experience the rewarding challenge of transforming ideas into reality. From the design phase to technical execution, all students are encouraged to express their individual style and creativity. Let the result of your efforts speak for themselves.

Drawing AM
Under the guidance of your instructor through the basic principles of drawing, this introduction course is about developing formal, conceptual, and technical skills. You'll learn the ways of figurative landscapes, and observational subjects, exploring your personal identity, and being a creative storyteller, where your most creative talents are expressed in an expressionist, expressionistic, or expressionist-like experience. Join us for an exciting journey throughout this in-depth course.

Painting AM
Let your dreams come to life in an exciting environment or let your passion for painting create a body of work that has meaning and artistic value! This course is designed to enhance the student’s ability to observe and interpret the world around them, including both natural and man-made subjects.

Ceramics AM
Ceramics only explores the basics of ceramics with an introduction to throwing and hand-building techniques. Connect with others while discovering the beauty of the objects you create.

Glass AM
Let your passion for glass artistry take a journey in Tyler's Glass Studio. Experience the art of glass blowing, mold blowing, and collaborative glass blowing techniques, while gaining a foundation in glass technology, safety, and collaboration.

Computers for Design - PM
Explore a journey of creativity with Adobe Photoshop, Illustrator, and InDesign. This course is designed to enhance your understanding of digital design and bring your creative vision to life. From the design phase to technical execution, all students are encouraged to express their individual style and creativity. Let the result of your efforts speak for themselves.
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Inaugurate a transformative journey into the world of environmental design. This Institute is about more than just making art: it's about understanding the relationship between nature and the environment they shape. Dive into the trajectory of contemporary and historical narratives. Uncover the unique roles of how architects weave their designs into the fabric of society, technology, and materials.

Experience inspiration as you explore how architects navigate complex challenges. Environmental Design Institute is an introduction to an architectural field where creativity meets responsibility. Let this institute be the catalyst for your own creative evolution.

Program Option and Tuition

One-Week Intensive | Session I: $965
Two-Week Intensive | Session II: $1,300 (AM Only)
Two-Week Intensive | Session III: $1,300 (PM Only)

Two-Week Full Day: Sessions II and/or Session III: $1,500
Three-Week Full Day: Sessions I, II, and III: $2,200

Multi Session Discounts

Make the most of your summer! You can reserve your spot for two sessions, or a three-week program for $1,900. Additionally, two-week sessions (Code 3PCE) include 35% off if you attend three sessions (Code 3PCE: 35% off). Apply to Portfolio Bootcamp and Pre-College Summer Studios.

SCHEDULE

Classes are held Monday–Friday:
Session I: June 19–23
Session II: July 8–July 19
Session III: July 22–August 2

Housing

For students not living with family, students are encouraged to attend three sessions (Code 3PCE). Applies to Portfolio Bootcamp and Pre-College Summer Studios.

Tuition

10% discount for students of Temple University/xTEL. Please call 215-777-9010

Confirmation

Registration is confirmed with the deposit due by May 4. For questions or to request additional information please call 215-777-9010. For additional information please email: admissions@temple.edu. Students are encouraged to attend three sessions (Code 3PCE) to reserve your spot!
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